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MESXOD FOR STUDYING HEZICOFTER LONGITUDINAL 

MANEUVER STABILITY 

By Kenneth B. Amer 

SUMMARY 

Because of the importance of satisfactory maneuver stability for 
helicopter contact and instrument flying, a theoretical ~SIIEL~~S~S of 
maneuver stability has been made. The results of the analysis are pre- 
sented in the form of a chart which contains a boundary line separating 
combinations of significant longitudinal stability derivatives which 
result in satisfactory maneuver stability from combinations which result 
in unsatisfactory maneuver stability according to the criterion of NACA 
Technical Note 1983. 

l 

Good correlation is indicated for both a single-rotor helicopter 
and a tandem-rotor helicopter between maneuver stability as predicted 
by the chart and as measured during pull-up maneuvers. Thus, the theo- 
retical a11aly~i6 is indicated to be valid. 

. TeChniqUeB for measuringstability derivatives in flight are described. 
These derivatives are for use with the chart presented herein to aid in 
design Studies Of means for achieving at least ITHJ?giIIal maneuver stability 
for a prototype helicopter or for a helicopter in the design stage that 
is similar to helicopters already flying. 

In predicting the maneuver stability of a new type of helicopter, 
the stability derivatives for use with the chart presented herein must 
be theoretically predicted. The problem remains of predicting these 
derivatives with the desired accuracy where significant amounts of rotor 
stalling are present. 

l3TRODCCTION 

The expanding uses of the helicopter in both military and civilian 
fields are emphasizing the need for satisfactory flying qualities under 

. both contact and instrument conditions. In reference 1 is brought out 
the importance in forward flight under contact conditions of satisfactory 
maneuver stability, that is, no divergent tendency in pitch. In refer- 
ence 2, blind-flying trials conducted in a single-rotor helicopter are 
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reported and it is concluded that changing the maneuver stability from 
unsatisfactory to satisfactory markedly reduced the effort required of 
the pilot to maintain a given flight path under instrument conditions. 
In addition, the danger due to divergent tendencies was removed." A 
Criterion for maneuver stability is presented in reference 3, based on 
flying-qualities studies of single-rotor helicopters. The criterion is 
worded aS follows: 

When the longitudinal Control Stick is suddenly displaced 
rearward 1 inch from trim (while in level flight at the maximum 
placard speed) and held fixed at this displacement, the time history 
of normal acceleration shall become concave dotiward within 2 seconds 
following the start of the-maneuver. 

It should be noted that the phrase MCOnCaVe downward within 2 Seconds” in 
this criterion refers to the slope of the normal-acceleration curve, that 
is, the Slop Shall reach it6 maXimum V6tJXe and begin t0 decrease Within 
the given time interval. The SigniffcaXe Of this Criterion iS that it 
calls for evidence within 2 seconds of the eventual peaking of the normal- 
acceleration time history. Subsequent studies on a tandem helicopter indi- 
cated this criterion to be generally applicable to tandem helicopters. 
This criterion 16 incorporated in the Current requirements for military- 
helicopter flying qualities. This paper is presented in order to provide 
a basis for designers and the procurement agencies to Use-in Studying the 
maneuver stability of a prospective helicopter. 

. 

P 

. 

The paper is divided into two parts. Part I is an analytical study 
of maneuver stability from which a chart is derived showing conibinations 
of pertinent Stability derivatives that result.in a normal-acceleration 
time history that repreSentS-a case Of marginal maneuver stability. AlSO 
in part I, the validity of the chart-is checked against experimental data 
for both a single-rotor and a tandem-rotor helicopter. 

, 

In order to make use of the chart presented herein, the significant 
longitudinal-stability derivatives of-the helicopter must--either be theo- 
retically predicted or measured. In part II of this paper, the diffi- 
culty of theoretically predicting the derivatives for this purpose is 
discussed and techniques for making flight measurements of &ability 
derivatives are described. The mathematical manipulations needed to 
obtain the derivatives from flight data for use in the previous com- 
parison are performed; thus, sample calculations are provided. 

SYMEiOLS 
c 

Al& coefficient6 of -COB q and -sin *, respectively, in expres- 
sion for 8; therefore, lateral and longitudinal cyclic 
pitch, respectively, uncorrected for blade and control- 

- 

system distortion, 63, or automatic control devices, radians 
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a1 

a' 

a 

b 

CT 

C 

Ce 

c 
d 

e 

F 

g 

h 

IY 

. 1 

L 

longitudinal tilt of rotor cone, radians 

projection of angle between rotor force vector and axis of no 
feathering in plane containing flight path and axis of no 
feathering (for diSCUSSiOn Of BignifiCaIICe Of aXiB Of no 
feathering, see appendix of ref. 4) 

real part of conjugate complex roots of characteristic equation 
(denominator of.eq. (23) set equal to zero) 

nu&er of blades per-rotor; also, imaginary part of conjugate 
complex roots of characteristic equation (denominator of 
eq. (23) set equal to zero) 

thrust coefficient, T 
**Pm* 

blade-section chord, ft; also, b/i where b is imaginary 
part of complex root of characteristic equation 

s 

K 
c&r 

equivalent blade chord (on thrust basis), '- J ft 

perpendicular distance between rotor shafts of a tandem 
helicopter, ft 

s 

K 
r2dr 

0 

offset of center line of flapping hinge from center line of 
rotor shaft, ft 

force exerted by rotor blade on flapping hinge due to 
centrifugal acceleration, lb 

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/se$ 

height of rotor hub(S) above center of gravity, ft 

helicopter pitch1 
T 

moment of inertia about center of 
gravity, slug-ft 

incidence of plane perpendicular to rotor shaft, radians; 
also, q-1 

lift, positive l.IJ?W?=d, lb 
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M 

An 

9 

R 

r 

V 

w 

a 

“r 

7 

AJ~ 

63 

0 

8 

pitching moment about center of gravity, positive nose-up, lbrft ,. 

increment in normal acceleration from trim value, g units 

i’ 
helicopter pitching velocity, radians/set 

blade radius J f’t 

radial distance to blade element, f-t 

Laplace transform parameter 

rotor thrust, lb 

time 

true airspeed of helicopter along flight path, fps 

induced inflow velocity at rotor (always positive), fps 

Q~OSS weight of helicopter, lb 

rotor angle of attack; angle between flight path and plane 
perpendicular to axis of no feathering, positive when axis 
is inclined rearward, uncorrected for blade and control- 
system distortfon, 63, or automatic control devices, radians 

fuselage angle of attack, angle of attack of plane perpendicular 
to rotor shaft, radian6 .- 

angle of climb, radians 

increment 

angle in plane of rotation between perpendicular to blade-span 
axis and flapping-hinge axis, positive when an Increase in 
flapping produces a decrease in blade pitch 

instantaneous blade-section pitch angle; angle between line of 
zero lift of blade section and plane perpendicular to rotor 
Shaft, uncorrected for blade and COntrOl-6yBteII.I distortion, 63, 

or automatic control devices, 8 - Al co6 $ - B1 sin 9, 
radians 

collective pitch, average value of Q around azimuth, uncor- 
rected for blade and control-system distortion, “3J or auto- 
matic control devices, radians 

r 
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h inflow ratio, (v sin a - v)/sIR 

P tip-speed ratio, v COB CZ/m (aBBUIled equal t0 v/m) 

P ILESS density of air, S~U~S/CU ft 

d rOtOr Solidity, bc,/& 

Ik blade azimuth angle measured from downwind position in 
direction of rotation, radians 

rotor angular VekxityJ radians/set 

ratio of differential collective pitch to cyclic pitch due to 
longitudinal stick motion rigged into tandem helicopter 

Stability deriVatiVe6: 

Stability derivatives are indicated by 6UbBCript notition; for 
az, example, I&=-. 
aa 

They are defined a6 follows: 

E, = Lq+ I$, - &q(~&x + Icx) 

Mq = Mq+q ijq- 
( Gl,) - Kq(%)r + MQlq(l - &J 

&lbBCriptB : 

r rotor . 

f fuselage 
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t tail 

C control motion during measurement of stability derivatives 

P pilot's control motionin pull-up maneuver 

0 trim or original value 

1 modified flight condition at increased angle of attack 

m measured 

Superscripts: 

t-1 including effects of blade and control-system distortion, 83, 
and automatic control devices 

(‘1 d/dt 

I - ANALYTICALPHASE OFMANEUVER-STABILITY STUDY 

In this part of the report, the equations of motion applicable to 
the pull-up maneuver are derived and solved and the assumptions involved 
are discussed. Then the procedure involved in deriving the maneuver- 
stability chart is discussed and the chart is presented. From study of 
the chart, the stability derivatives that have a significant effect on 
maneuver stability are deduced. Finally, the validity of the chart is 
checked by a comparison, for both a single-rotor and a tandem-rotor 
helicopter, of maneuver stability as predicted by the chart and as 
measured during pull-up maneuvers. The stability derivatives for use 
in this comparison are obtained from flight data by techniques described 
in part II of this paper. 

TEZORE?TIC!AL ANALYSIS 

In this section, the equations of motion applicable to the pull-up 
maneuver will be derived and solved. 

Assumptions 

Constant forward speed.- The assun@ion is made that the forward 
speed remains constant during the pull-up maneuver. This assvtion, 
which is used in equivalent analyses for airplanes, is conservative if 
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the helicopter is stable with speed. The actual reduction in speed 
which occurs would produce a nose-down moment and a reduction in thrust. 
Both of these factors would tend to cause the normal-acceleration time 
history to become concave downward sooner. Thus, the assumption of no 
speed change is always conservative for helicopters with positive speed 
stability. 

For other uses of the equations of motion, such as in studies of 
the long-period oscillation or in certain autopilot studies, it would 
be necessary to include the effects of variations in speed. 

Small displacements, initial flight path level.- As In equivalent 
analyses for airplanes, the assumptions ere made that the displacements 
from trim are small and the trim cond,ition is in level flight. 

Constant rotor speed.- Although the tendency exists for the rotor 
speed to increase during a pull-up, the assumption is made that the 
rotor speed is constant. A sample investigation of this assumption, 
which is discussed in the appendix, has indicated a resulting change of 
about 0.05 second in the time for the time history of normal accelera- 
tion to become concave downward. Also, future helicopters are likely 
to be equipped with governors to assist the pilot in preventing the 
rotor speed from exceeding the maximum allowable and to help limit maxi- 
mum load factors. If a throttle-type governor is used, no corrections 
to the stability derivatives are necessary. If a pitch-type governor 
is used, corrections to the stability derivatives to account for the 
pitch change would be necessary. However, these corrections are felt 
to be beyond the scope of this paper. 

Quasi-static conditions.- The assumption is made that the dynamic 
maneuver can be represented by a series of static conditions and hence 
the blade flapping coefficients and the rotor inflow and downwash veloc- 
ities are always at their equilibrium values., determined by the instan- 
taneous values of CG, 0, 1~-, and q. Inasmuch as the order of magnitude 
of the time interval for the change in flight condition is 2 seconds, it 
is felt that the assumptions are justified except perhaps the flapping 
assumption for blades having a very low mass factor or very low flapping 
stability. For such blades, the need for considering the flapping as 
an additional degree of freedom would have to be investigated. 

For other uses of the equations of motion, such as for autopilot 
studies, these quasi-static assumptions might not be valid at the higher 
end of the significant frequency range. 

Lift due to elevator deflection neglected.- Where a helicopter is 
equipped with an elevator that moves with the longitudinal control, the 
change in lift due to elevator deflection is neglected. 
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Lift of fuselage and tail depend upon rotor angle of attack.- It 
will be assumed that the change in lift of the fuselage and tail is 
dependent upon changes in rotor angle of attack. A small error arises 
because the change in fuselage angle of attack differs from the change 
in rotor angle of attack by an amount equal to the change in longitudinal 
cyclic pitch. However, this error is insignificant inasmuch as the lift- 
curve slope of-the fuselage and tail is considerably smaller than the 
lift-curve slope of the rotor. 

Constant stability derivatives.- In order to solve the equations 
of motion by feasible methods, it is necessary to assume that the sta- 
bility derivatives are constant during the pull-up maneuver. Failure 
to make this assumption would result in nonlinear differential equations, 
which are extremely tedious and difficult to solve. Actually, the deriva- 
tive &/& does change during the maneuver because of nonlinearities as 
explained in reference 5. The derivative ?JM/aa as well as the other 
derivatives also varies during the maneuver if' significant stalling 
occurs. Similarly, the derivatives also vary with the magnitude of the 
control deflection used to produce the maneuver. In order to handle 
these variations approximately, it might be assumed that the l-inch stick 
deflection called for in the maneuver-stability criterion produces lo 
of longitudinal cyclic pitch and results in a pull-up of 0.4g accelera- 
tion increment. Then, the stability derivatives can either be computed 
at 1.2g or by taking increments over the range from l.Og to 1.4g. Also, 
they should be computed with the assumption that-the lo cyclic pitch 
change has already occurred. 

Effects of blade and control-system distortion, 63, and automatic 
control devices accounted for by 51 and g derivatives.- It will be 
assumed that the effects of blade distortion, 63, and automatic control 
devices can be accounted for by derivatives of longitudinal cyclic 
pitch 81 and collective pitch B with respect to rotor angle of 
attack Z and pitching velocity q. 

Equations of Motion 

A system of axes based on the flight- path is used. The equations 
of motion are derived on the basis of the previously discussed assump- 
tions, one equation for equilibrium normal to the flight path, and one 
for equilibrium in pitch. Only changes in force and mment from trim 
values are considered. 

Equilibrium normal to flight path.- The forces acting normal to the 
flight path during the pull-up maneuver are the changes in lift acting 
upward and the centrifugal inertia force due to the curved flight path 
acting downward. Thus ) 
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Lqq + Lg &! + G fIE -Y+o 

9 

(1) 

(2) 

From the definitions of &z and & and from the assumptions, 

& = Lb - 8,, L!G - i+ 

where s G and 81 
Q 

are due to blade twist, 83, and automatic control 

devices. 

Solving for fi and a&&I& yields 

and 

(3) 

(4) 

Also, with the assumption of no change in pilot's pitch-lever 
position 

(5) 

. 
where 6; and e', are aiso due to blade twist, 63, knd automatic con- 
trol devices. Substituting equation (3) into equation (5) yields 
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Substituting equations (3), (4), and (6) into equation (2) gives 

~-~15,ca-&Zqq=o 

where 

(6) 

(7) 

and _- 

Es = Lq + Le'e', + 
-L&Jj&q - Ifglq 

l+& 
= Lq + I.$iq - ilq I& -+ 

( 
L, 

1 
(9) 

The first form of the expressions for L and z, is appropriate for 
computing purposes, while the second form is appropriate for full-scale 
measuring purposes. 

Equilibrium in pitch.- There are five p'itching moments acting 
during the maneuver. These are moments due to collective-pitch change, 
damping in pitch, angle-of-attack stability of rotor and fuselage-tafl 
combination, control displacement, and inertia. 

Me' na' + Mqq+(%)r m +(libL)f+t 4 f MGl& - IyQ = 0 (10) 

. 

The terms Mg &, Mqq, and 
( > 
& r &X account for the pitching _ 

moments due to thrust-vector and tip-path-plane tilts with respect to 
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the axis of no feathering. The term ql & accounts for pitching 
moments due to a tilt of the axis of no feathering with respect to the 
rotor shaft. Inasmuch as 

43LE+ABl 

equation (10) can be written as follows: 

$!E&!kq- (%lr + (%Jf+t fi = M% + (s)f+t Bl 
=Y IY =Y 

Also, by assumption, 

No bar is placed above the Li61p term because changes in BIP 

(11) 

0-a 

(13) 

due to 

twist, and so forth, are included in the 3% term. Combining equa- 

tions (3) and (13) yields 

(14) 

Substituting equations (3), (4), (6)) and (14) into equation (12) gives 

(15) 
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where 

= MS+ Me' e', - 8c$lq ) 

Kl = 51 + % f+t ( ) 
08) 

As for & and Es, the first form of the expressions for Mq and Ma 

is appropriate for computing Purposes, while the second form is appropriate 
for measuring Purposes. 

Equation relating; fkr,, 7, and q.- Inasmuch as the two equations 
of motion, equations (7) and (15), contain three variables, a third 
equation must be developed before a solution can be obtained. From 
examination of figure 1 it can be seen that, for the Pull-up maneuver, 

ac=i-r-B1 P 

therefore 

b.=Ly -A7 -ABlp 
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or 

t 
AZ= 

s 0 
9 dt - 7 - ABl, (19) 

Solution,of Equations of Motion 

Procedure. - Eq-tions (7), (15), and (19) constitute three simul- 
taneous equations with three dependent variables a, q, and 7 and an 
input variable ABlp. They are solved here by means of the Laplace 
transformation for 7 as a function of time for a step input of Blp, 
simulating a pull-up maneuver. Inasmuch as 

fhl v 87 
=gat (20) 

then 

ah v a27 -=-- 
at g at2 

(21) 

Thus, the solution for 7 will be differentiated twice and multiplied 
by v/g t0 get ah/at inasmuch as the point at which the normal- 
acceleration time history becomes concave downward corresponds to a 
point 0f ma~Frmrm slope ah/at. Then combinations of the stability 
derivatives which give maximum &n/at at t = 2 seconds will be 
determined by iteration. The alternative procedure was considered of 
differentiating the solution once more to get &In/at2 and determining 
the combination of stability derivatives to give a2An/at2 = 0 at 
t = 2 seconds. However, the alternative procedure did not appear to 
be superior to the first procedure discussed. 

Laplace transformation of eguations.- Taking the Laplace transform 
of equations (7)) (15), and (19) by means of the table of transforms in 
reference 6 results in the following set of equations: 
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SYb) - $- fiqds) -$&&3) =o 

( -) 
Mq Kl -p 

8 -Iy a(s) -$A&) =-- 

- .I 

=x 6 (22) 

q(s) 
7(s) - 7 

mlP +A&) p-6 

Equations (22) constitute a set of simultaneous algebraic equations 
which can be solved for 7(s) by means of determinants. Thus, 

7(s)= 

0 

Kl mlP MS -- 
=Y s $-Iy 

1 -- 
6 

1 

(23) 

Solution for ah/at.- The expression for 7(s) was expanded and 
split up by partial fractions. Then the inverse transform was taken.t.0 
get 7(t) by using once again the table of transforms of reference 6. w 

Then, with the use of equation (21), the following expression was obtained: 
L 
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where 

* = eat . 

-L\BLpfalw 
- (& & + E) cos bt + 

$a-2-E) 

- 

sinbt 1 1 
K1 bf --- 
blY 

or (considering the usual magnitude of the terms) 

(24) 

(25) 

and a 2 bi are the roots of the equation formed by setting the denomi- 
nator of equation (23) equal to zero (characteristic equation) and can 
be put into the following form: 

a= 
$+E-&+E) 

2 (26) 

and 

b=\-$6-&k)+?E+($fb+E)E-(%+E)(&&+'E)-a2 

(27) 
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If b is imaginary (characteristic equation has real roots), equation (24) 
can be put into more..convenient-form by letting b = ic. Then, by use of 

. 

the relations between trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, 

&dk = eat - 6 i$L -I- E) cash ct + 
-L!B1 w 

P q 

[~+c+;+-j siticj (28) 

MANEUVER-STABILITY CHART 

In this section a chart will be derived which indicates the combi- 
nations of stability derivatives which produce marginal maneuver stability. 

Significant Stability Derivatives 

Examination of equations (24) to (28) indicates the following param- 
eters to affect the time for the normal-acceleration time history to 
become concave downward: 
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Calculations indicate the parameter Kl/Iy, which depends primarily 
on control power, to be of only minor importance. The significance of 
the three remaining parameters can be better appreciated by-simplifying 

to the case of zq = 0. Mq MC& The three parsmeters then become -, 
Iy Iy 

and &L. Thus, maneuver stability is indicated to be a function of 

dam@ng in pitch and angle-of-attack stability as discussed in refer- 
ence 1, of the moment of inertia in pitch, of the lift-curve slope, and 
of the lift due to pitching of the helicopter. 

Calculation Procedure 

The procedure for calculating the desired combinations of stability 
derivatives is based on the reasonable assumption that if fSi is maximum 
at t= 2 seconds (Ln curve concave downward at 2 seconds), then M 
at t = 1.95 seconds is equal to & at t = 2.05 seconds. Values of 

b, Ki/Iy, and &k+E were assumed and values of Ls 
-%p&&/w 

at 

t = 1.95 seconds-and t = 2.05 seconds were calculated for l&o arbi- 
% trary values of - 
IY 

+ E from equation (26) and then equation (24) or (28). 

A first approximation to the correct value of h 
Iy 

+ E was obtained 

by interpolation or extrapolation of the percentage difference 

. 
-2.05 - 4d.95 

A&=1.95 
(29) 

corresponding to each of the two values of 3. E 
IY 

. This first approxi- 

mation of % z + 'E was inserted back into equation (26) and then (24) 

or (28) and the interpolation procedure was repeated. This iteration 
process was continued until the quantity given by eqression (29) was 
less than 0.01, so that the percentage difference in slopes at t = 2.05 
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and t = 1.95 was less than 1 percent. Then, the corresponding value 
of the parameter 

was,obtained from eq&ion (27). 

As mentioned previously, the parameter Kl/Iy, which depends prima- 
rily upon control power, was indicated to be of only minor importance. 
Thus, for simplicity, it was decided that only the most unfavorable 
value of, Kl/Iy would be used. Sample calculations indicated a reduc- 
tion in Kl/Iy to be mildly unfavorable. Thus, a value approximately 
one-half that of a typical present-day helicopter was used throughout 
the calculations. 

In figure 2 

Form of Chart 

are presented plots of the parameter 

!$L - &&) - (&L+ E)E -2E 

against the parameter 2 + E for various values of the parameter 
IY 

& G f E obtained from the previously described procedure. As dis- 

cussed in reference 1, increases in angle-of-attack stability or in 
damping in pitch more negative &, or 

Thus, for each value of & & + E, the 

the curve is satisfactory. 

h) improve maneuver stability. 

region below and to the left of 

Figure 2 indicates an increase in L, which is the lift-curve slope, 
to be stabilizing inthat anincreasing satisfactory region exists for 
increasing values of the parameter. .Jn .addition, -figure.2 shows an 
increase in pitching moment of inertia Iy to be..destabilizing. 
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Figure 2 is not in a very convenient formbecause of the overlapping 
regions of satisfactory and unsatisfactory maneuver stability for the 
different values of the lift-curve-slope parameter. 

It was noted that, for a given value of the damping-in-pitch param- 
eter, the value of the angle-of-attack stability parameter was approxi- 
mately proportional to the lift-curve-slope parameter. Hence, it was 
found, by trial and error, that if the angle-of-attack stability param- 
eter of figure 2 were modified to the parameter 

$l--$6q)-(&~+E)E-$E+0.70+0.58$+E +O.++E) 
( ) 

a single boundary curve would be produced. 

In figure 3 is presented an alternate form of chart using this modi- 
fied angle-of-attack stability~parsmeter. The single curve of figure 3 
represents approximately the entire range of lift-curve slope covered in 
figure 2. Thus, figure 3, although somewhat less accurate than figure 2, 
is considered to be a more convenient form of chart to use. 

COMPARISON OF MANEWEB STABILITYASME%SURED INFLIGHT 

WITEPREDICTIONS OF CHART OFTSIS PAPW 

In order to check the validity of the procedure used to obtain the 
chart presented herein, comparison is made of maneuver stability as 
measured in flight with predictions of the chart of this paper. The 
stability derivatives for use with the chart are determined in part II 
of this paper. The comparison is made for the single-rotor helicopter 
of figure 4 with and without a horizontal tail surface, and for the 
tandem-rotor helicopter of figure 5 in two different flight conditions. 
The horizontal taFl used on the single-rotor helicopter is shown in fig- 
ure 6 and its principal dimensions are given in figure 7. 

In figure 8 are presented time histories of control position and 
normal acceleration during pull-up maneuvers at approximately 70 knots 
indicated airspeed. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) are for the single-rotor heli- 
copter of figure 4 in level flight with tail surface off and on at O" 
incidence with respect to the rotor shaft, respectively. Figures 8(c) 
and 8(d) are for the tandem-rotor helicopter of figure 5 in level flight 
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and partial-power descent, respectively, with the center of gravity 
13 inches forward of the midpoint between the rotor shafts. 

The data from which the normal-acceleration time histories of fig- 
ures 8(a) and 8(b) were obtained were similar to those shown in fig- 
ures 8(c) and 8(d). The normal accelerometer reflects the vibration of 
the helicopter which necessitates fairing the data as indicated in fig- 
ures S(c) and 8(d). The result is some inaccuracy in determining the 
time for the normal-acceleration time history to become concave downward 
but the error is considered insignificant. 

In figure 9, the theoretical curve of figure 3 is replotted along 
with six data points, four of them corresponding to the four helicopter 
configurations for which pull-up time histories are presented in fig- 
ure 8 and for which stability derivatives are computed in part II of 
this paper. Adjacent to each of these four points is given the approxi- 
mate time for the corresponding normal-acceleration time history of fig-' 
ure 8 to become concave downward. The time history of normal accelera- 
tion of figure 8(a) is divergent throughout and the corresponding data 
point in figure 9 is labeled accordingly. 

Two additional data points are plotted in figure 9. One data point 
is for the single-rotor helicopter with tail on, but with a tail-incidence 
setting of 70 no:e up. Et was assumed that this change in tail setting 
did not change L, or Mq from the value for the configuration with 
0' tail incidence. The effect on 5 due to the change in down load on 
the tail surface was estimated theoretically. The second additional data 
point is for the tandem helicopter in level flight but with approxFmately 
5 percent higher thrust coefficient than for the previous level-flight 
condition and with the center of gravity approximately at the midpoint 
between the rotors. The effect of the center-of-gravity change on the 
value of &, for the previous level-flight condition was computed theo- 
retically, changes in & due to changes in rear-rotor stalling being 
neglected.- The sli@;ht effect'of the 3-percent increase in thrust coeffi- 
cient on h and Mq was also computed theoretically, effects of changes 
in rear-rotor stalling being neglected. The times for the corresponding 
normal-acceleration time histories to become concave downward were obtained 
from time'histories similar to those in figure 8 and are given adjacent 
to each point. -. 

The theoretical curve of figure 9 (and hence of fig. 3) is indicated 
to be qualitatively correct for both single- and tandem-rotor helicopters 
in separating configurations which have satisfactory maneuver stability 
according to the criterion of reference 3 from those which have unsatis- 
factory maneuver stability. This can be seen by noting that the points 
for which the normal-acceleration time history becomes concave downward 
in less than 2 seconds fall in the satisfactory region while those for 
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times to become concave downward of mOre than 2 seconds fall in the 
unsatisfactory region. Thus, the analytical procedure used to obtain 
the chart of figure 9 (and fig. 3) is indicated to be valid. 

II -FLIGHTV OFLONGITUDINAL-STABILITYDWIVATIVES 

In order to make use of.the chart presented herein for evaluating 
the maneuver stability of a prospective helicopter, the significant 
longitudinal-stability derivatives of the helicopter must either be 
theoretically predicted or measured. For a new type of helicopter in 
the design stage, it would be necesssry to compute the longitudinal- 
stability derivatives of the design. If no stalling is present, the 
derivatives of the rotor can be predicted on the basis of the available 
rotor theory of references 7 to 9. However, it is usually necessary to 
take account of rotor stalling because, as pointed out in several previous 
NAC!A papers (see, for example, ref. LO), the optimum flight condition 
from the standpoint of performance is appr0xFmatel.y that at which stalling 
just begins. A helicopter designed to fly near this optimum condition in 
cruising flight would always encounter rotor stalling during a bull-up at 
cruising speed or higher. 

Preliminary studies indicate large effects of rotor stalling on 
longitudinal-stability derivatives. Thus, in evaluating the maneuver 
stability of a new type of helicopter in the design stage, these stalling 
effects must be known, at least approximately, before the rotor longitudinal- 
stability derivatives can be computed and use made of the chart presented 
herein. More det.+led discussion of the effects of stalling on rotor 
longitudinal-stability derivatives is beyond the scope of this paper. 

. 

For a prototype helicopter that is in the flight-test stage, or for 
a helicopter in the design stage that is similar to a helicopter already 
flying, the necessary stability derivatives can be measured in flight by 
the techniques described in this part of the paper. These measured sta- 
bility derivatives can be used with the chart presented herein in studying 
the maneuver stability of these helicopters. For example, if tests such 
as that called for in the criterion of reference 3 indicate a prototype 
helicopter to have maneuver instability, the significant longitudinal- 
stability derivatives of the helicopter can be.measured in flight by 
means of the techniques described in this section and then plotted on 
the chart. Then, the magnitude of the changes in the stability deriva- 
tives necessary to produce marginal maneuver stability can be determined. 
These theoretically predicted changes can be used as bases for design 
studies of practical methods of achieving satisfactory maneuver stability. 
The most practical changes to m&e are probably in & and fiq by means 
such as thase discussed in reference 1. It should be noted that changes 
in 4 vary the modified angle-of-attack stability parameter. 
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After the techniques for flight measurement of the significant 
derivatives are described, sample calculations are performed. The cal- 
culations, which are for the helicopters in figures. 4 and 5, are used in 
the comparison discussed..in the previous section. 

TECHNIQUEOFFLIGETMER3UR~ OF SIGNIFICANT 

LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY DWIVATIVES 

In this section, techniques for measuring in flight the derivatives 
of lift and pitching moment with respect to angle of attack and pitching 
velocity are discussed. 

Lift-Curve-Slope and Angle-of-Attack Stability Derivatives 

The technique used to measure the lift-curve-slope and angle-of- 
attack stability derivatives of a helicopter in flight can best be under- 
stood by comparison with a possible wind-tunnel technique. 

Wind-tunnel technique.- Assume a helicopter mounted in a wind tun- 
,nel at a particular flight condition, with pitching mxnents about the 
center of gravity trinaned to zero by means of longitudinal positioning 
of the control stick. Let this original fli t condition be specified 
by the three parameters w, 00, and CT c 0. ( IT 

As indicated in reference 9, the flight condition of a rotor is 
specified by three independent parameters. In reference 9, the three 
parameters are u, 8, and h, where h is the inflow ratio. For con- 
venience in this discussion, the parameter CT/~ is used instead of h. 
The value of the rotor angle of attack is fixed by the values of p, 
CT/% and 0. 

Next, assume that the angle of attack of the helicopter is increased, 
so that an increase in thrust is produced, the rotor speed and pitch 
lever being kept constant; also,. assume that the control stick is moved 
longitudinally to retrim the pitching moments to zero. The modified 
flight condition is spec.ified by the following parameters: 
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0 where. 

c CL1 = vo 

81 = 90 

. 

The lift-curve slope of the helicopter, whether single or tandem 
rotor, can be determined from the measured changes in thrust and angle 
of attack of the axis of no feathering. 

The angle-of-attack stability can be computed from the measured 
change in control-stick position. If the control stick were returned 
to its initial position, a pitching moment would be produced on a single- 
rotor helicopter equal to 

or 

AM= LIB&O +fSC)h + ml, 

M4=~lcT~~+@$]h(L+$$+&31c~~+$) 

where &lc is the measured change in cyclic pitch. 

(30) 

The first term in equation (30) accounts for pitching moments due 
to thrust-vector tilt; the second term accounts for those due to the 
centrifugal forces in the blades combined with the offset flapping hinges. 
The second term was derived by assuming that the centrifugal forces, in 
the blades act along the blade spanwise axis. The aa'/& and aal/& 
terms account for the usual instability of the rotor with angle of attack. 
Inasmuch as these terms are normally much less than unity, they can be 
obtained to a sufficient degree of accuracy, by neglecting any effects 
of stalling, from references 7 and 9. If a horizontal tail surface is 
linked to the control stick, its contribution to B.3 must be added to 
eqmtion (30). The angle-of-attack stability is obtained by dividing 
AM by Lu. 
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For a tandem helicopter, the pitching moment due to returning the 
stick to its original position is 

d 
fM m 2 msingle rotor + AT 5 

=2&l single rotor 
+ ml @& a(cT/u) 

c aB1 &3 
(31) 

where 

AT difference in thrust between the two rotors 

original thrust per rotor 

ratio of differential collective pitch to 
due to longitudinal stick,motion rigged 
helicopter 

cyclic pitch 
into the tandem 

and where 4ingle rotor is given by equation (30) and a0 

be obtained from the charts of reference 7. Alternatively, a(cdu) 
a8 

could be obtained by measuring the change in thrust with change in 
collective pitch. 

The angle-of-atta&k stability is again obtained by dividing LW 
by &. 

Flight technique.- If it were attempted to use the wind-tunnel 
technique in f1ighti.a complication would develop in that, as soon as 
the angle of attack was increased, the resulting thrust increase would 
produce a pull-up, and hence unsteady flight conditions. The basic 
feature of the flight technique described herein is to obtain the increase 
in CT/U by reducing the rotor speed and retaining the original value 
of thrust, so that data can be taken under steady flight conditions. 
The pitch lever is kept fixed as in the wind-tunnel-technique. The for- 
ward speed is reduced in proportion to the rotor.speed to maintain the 
same tip-speed ratio. 
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In more detail, the flight technique consists of taking approxi- 
mately a 2-minute,record of the original flight condition. The forward 
speed and rotor speed are then reduced in proportion, the latter by 
reducing power. Because of the transient reduction in thrust, the heli- 
copter will start to descend; the descent will result in an increase in 
rotor angle of attack sufficient to bring the thrust back to the original 
value, and hence equal to the weight. Another 2-minute record is taken. 
Inasmuch as both flight conditions are steady, the longitudinal stick 
position must be such as to trim pitching moments to zero. 

Thus, if the techniques are considered in terms of nondimensional 
quantities, the flight technique is identical to the wind-tunnel tech- 
nique. The original values of u, w/u, and 8 are duplicated as are 
the modified values of p, Q/c, and 8. The change in angle of attack 
in flight is the same as in the wind tunnel inasmuch as a is specified 
when F, C$/c, and 9 are specified. 

The lift-curve-slope derivative , whether for a single or a tandem 

helicopter, can once again be determined from A(W> . The change in 
La 

CT/= can be obtained by measuring the rotor speed during the two runs. 
The change in a can be obtained by measuring forward speed, rate of 
descent, longitudinal fuselage inclination, and longitudinal cyclic 
pitch during the two runs. 

The angle-of-attack stability at the normal value of rotor speed 
can be obtained as in the wind tunnel by using equations (30) or (31) 
and the measured change in longitudinal stick position. The deriva- 

tive a (cT/a) 
ae 

for equation (31) can be measured in flight, if desired, 

by performing collective-pitch pull-ups. 

Methods for measuring in flight many of the quantities mentioned 
in this section are discussed in reference 11. 

. 

Additional considerations in the use of the flight technique.- In 
-the section entitled "Assumptions," it is suggested that, because the 
stability derivatives may not be constant, a pull-up of 1.4g be assumed 
and the derivatives be evaluated at 1.2g or over the range from l.Og to 
1.4g. Thus, for the determination in flight of the lift-curve-slope and 
angle-of-attack stability derivatives, the percentage reduction in rotor 
speed in going from the original condition to the modified condition should 
be about one-half the percentage increase in normal acceleration. For the 
test helicopters of figures 4 and 5, a.reduction in rotor speed of no more 
than approximately 10 percent is permitted. Although the derivatives thus 
measured correspond to a 1.2g pull-up, the actual pull-ups made were some- 
what larger. For this reason, the measured lift-curve-slope and angle-' 
of-attack stability derivatives may be somewhat in error. This error 
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would be more serious if large amounts of stalling, and hence nonlinearity 
in the stability derivatives, were present. .b 

One term that must be added to the angle-of-attack stability as . 
measured in flight for use in the pull-up analysis is the contribution 
due to the displacement of the stick from its trim-position, as mentioned 
in the section on rrAssUTqptdonsrV This term arisesfrom the resulting 
displacement of the thrust vector from its trim position so that increases 
in rotor thrust have a different moment arm-about the center of gravity. 
This correction is to the I& r term in q. Thus, ( ) 

'(@Jr = 
( > 

ad mh 
-aBIP l+-- aufb 

0 
(32) 

As also mentioned in the section on MAssumptions,~ ABlp might 
normally be assumed equal to lo. Hdwever , inasmuch as mp was meas- 
ured during the test pull-ups to be discussed, the-measured value will 
be used. 

For the special case of the single-rotor helicopter with zero offset 
of the flapping hinges, the correction term of equation (32) can be put 
in more convenient form as a correction to- the AB1 used in equation (30) 
as follows: 

fN= 8 ~?Bl~T~l+;(~)h(l+~) [ 1 CT 0 o 
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Solving for 6 ~X31, yields 

6 AB& = -ABlp 

27 

(33) 

The quantity A(CT/D) in equation (33) is the increase in CJJ/U achieved 
during the flight measurement of angle-of-attack stability, inasmuch as 
6 4, is used as a correction term to LG3k in equation (30). 

Another error in the flight technique of measuring the lift-curve- 
slope and angle-of-attack stability derivatives arises if the rotor blades 
undergo a significant amount of twist. Inasmuch as the blade torsional 
stiffness is not scaled down along with the reduced aynamic pressure, 
less blade twist will take place during these stability-derivative- 
measuring flights than duringthe actual pull-up maneuver. For a 
lo-percent reduction in forward and rotor speed, the dynamic pressure 
would be reduced approximately 20 percent from its usual value and hence 
approximately 20 percent of the blade twist occurring during the pull- 
ups would be missing. This error should be small except perhaps for 
blades of unusually low torsional stiffness or during conditions of 
extreme stall, when the chordwise posLtion of the center of pressure is 
well behind the chordwise position of the center of gravity. Thus, equa- 
tions (8) and (17) can be written with sufficient accuracy as follows: 

and 

&Z = (z)m + ‘(%)r (35) 

is given by equation (32). 
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For the special case of- the single-rotor helicopter with no offset 
of the flapping hinges, equation (35) can be written 

where 6 AE& is given by equation (33). 

'Damping-in-Pitch and Lift-Due-to-Pitching Derivatives 

. 

(36) 

The measurement in flight of damping in pitch involves measuring 
the change in stick position, thrust coefficient, and rotor angle of 
attack in going from straight flight to steady turns at fixed values of 
pitch-lever position, throttle position, and forward speed. Preferably, 
l$- to 2-minute records should be taken at each condition. The rotor 

speed will probably increase somewhat.in going to the turn condition, 
while the forward speed will vary some from the desired value. The 
change in stick position needed to neutralize pitching moments comes 
about from three causes, the angle-of-attack stability, the damping in 
pitch, and the change in tip-speed ratio. The contribution of angle-of- 
attack stability is computed with the use of the measured change in 
rotor angle of attack and the angle-of-attack stability measurements 
described in the previous section. If the lift due to pitching is small, 
as is normally the case, the measured change in thrust coefficient should 
be used in place of the measured change in rotor angle of attack because 
of greater probable experimental accuracy. The contribution of tip-speed- 
ratio change is obtained by measuring the change in tip-speed ratio and 
comparing with a plot .of stick position against tip-speed ratio at con- 
stant pitch and throttle positions. 

. 

Correcting for the contributions of angle-of-attack stability and 
tip-speed-ratio change leaves the damping-in-pitch contribution to the 
change in stick position: Then, by use- of equation (30) or (3X), the 
pitching moment due to the pitching velocity can be computed. The 
pitching velocity itself can be measured, and the damping in pitch 
determined by dividing mWq=.. .- 

If any blade distortion takes place in going to the turn condition, 
it is caused by both the angle-of-attack changes and the pitching velocity. - 
As discussed previously, the technique for measuring angle-of-attack sta- 
bility accounts for only about 80 percent of the effects of dynamic blade 
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twist that occur during the pull-up maneuver. During the steady turns, 
however, the entire 100 percent is present. Thus, after the measured 
value of angle-of-attack stability has been subtracted, about 20 percent 
of the effect of blade twist due to angle-of-attack stability will remain 
in the measured dsmping in pitch. However, it might be pointed out that, 
by use of this technique for measuring damping in pitch, the effects of 
such errors in the measurement of angle-of-attack stability are minimized. 
If, for example, the measured angle-of-attack stability is in error on 
the side of too much instability, the damping in pitch will be in error 
on the side of too much dam&~~~ in pitch. It can be seen from figure 2. 
that these two errors tend to compensate. 

.Thus, equation (16) can be written with sufficient accuracy as 
follows: 

(37) 

In order to obtain the lift.due to pitching, the contribution of 
the angle-of-attack change to the increase in CJJ$S in going to the 
turn condition is obtained from the lift-curve-slope measurements 
described previously and subtracted out, leaving the contribution of 
the pitching velocity to the change in Q/c. 

Lift due to pitching velocity can be produced in the single-rotor 
helicopter if it is equipped with a gyroscopic device which changes lon- 
gitudinal cyclic pitch in proportion to the pitching velocity. If the 
helicopter is so equipped, there is a.resultant change in rotor angle of 
attack, and hence rotor thrust, with pitching velocity. Another possible 
source of lift due to pitching is a change in rotor stalling. A nose-up 
pitching velocity, for example, causes a forward tilt of the rotor tip- 
path plane with respect to the axis of no feathering. The accompanying 
upward blade flapping velocity on the retreating side reduces the blade- 
tip angle of attack. Thus, any retreating-tip blade stalling is reduced 
by a nose-up pitching velocity with a resultant increase in thrust at 
constant rotor angle of attack. 

If no gyroscopic device is present and rotor stalling is not severe, 
the lift due to pitching is small and probably within the experimental 
accuracy in the measurement of the change in rotor angle of attack in 
going to the turn condition. If so, lift due to pitching is best assumed 
equal to zero. 

It should be pointed out that it is desirable to m&e turns in both 
directions and average the results in order to eliminate such effects as 
pitching moments due to yawing velocity. 
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CmATION OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Single-Rotor Helicopter 

The pertinent longitudinal-stability derivatives for the single- 
rotor helicopter of figure 4 without and with a horizontal tail at approxi- 
mately 70 knots indicated airspeed, level flight, are now computed by the 
techniques described in the previous section. The physical character- 
istics of this helicopter are listed in table I. These stability deriva- 
tives are used in part I for checking the chart presented herein. 

Tail off.* Comparison between level-flight records at 70 knots indi- 
cated airspeed and records at reduced forward and rotor speed for the 
configuration without a horizontal tail indicates CT/U to increase by 
0.020, the rotor angle of attack CL to increase 4.20, and the longi- 
tudinal cyclic pitch to change 0.43’ in the forward direction (unstable). 
Thus 

A(Cr/fl) = 0.020 = 0.27 per radian 
Lu 4=2/57*3 

The trim value of CT/a is equal to 0.088. Thus, with the use of 
equation (34) 

32.2 0.27 
= 70 -(1.467) (1.152) O.O88 

I 0.9 

= 0.8 
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Inasmuch as the single-rotor helicopter under study has no offset 
of the flapping hinges, equation (33) applies. Thus 

6 ABl, = -AB1, 
0.020/o. 088 

1 + 0.020/0.088 

The value of Blp measured during the pull-up maneuver to be used 

as a basis of comparison was -l.l". Thus 

6 eLc = -(-1.1)0.185 

= o.20° 

Then using equations (30) and (36)) with aa'/& from reference 7, 
yields 

M,= o*434+20-20(1 + =)6.5(1 + O.lLg)4gOO 

= 7000 lb-ft/radian 

Thus 

% 7000 -=- 
=Y 7000 

= 1.0 lb-ft/radian i slug-ft2 

The damping in pitch of the helicopter was measured at 65 Imots, 
but the y-knot difference in forward speed is not considered significant. 
The rotor stalling during the pull-up and the turn was not very severe. 
Thus, inasmuch as no gyroscopic device to change longitudinal cyclic 
pitch is present in the test helicopter, lift due to pitching is assumed 
equal to zero. 
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The following quantities were measured or computed for the test 
single-rotor helicopter in going from the level-flight condition to the 
steady-turncondition: 

ihl= o.26g 

LBlc = -0.61~ 

A(cIT/oJ = 0.019 

Ap=o 

4 = 0.12 radian/set 

From angle-of-attack stability measurements at 65 knots, the effect 
of the angle-of-attack chsnge on ABl was found to--be O-so. This value 
was based on the change in CT/u in going into the turn, inasmuch as 
lift .due to pitching is assumed equal to zero. Thus, correcting for & 
and Ax yields 

AQ = -0.61 - o - 0.3 

= -0.950 

= -0.016 radian 

Then substituting into equations (30) and (37), with &'/&I, obtained 
from reference 7, gives 

i.&” - =&6k + %)6.5(1 + o.lg)4goo 

= -6200 lb-ft radian/see I 
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MS = - 6200 = -0-g 
=Y 7000 

The modified angle-of-attack stability parameter for use in figure 3 is 
as follows: 

= l.O(l - 0) - 0 - o + 0.70 + o.58(-0.9) + o.12(-o.g)2 
0.8 

= 1.6 

Tail on.- The single-rotor helicopter of figure 4 was equipped with 
the biplane tail surface shown in figure 6. The location and principal 
dimensions for the biplane tail surface are given in figure 7. The tail- 
surface incidence was 0' with respect to the rotor shaft. 

The previously described procedures for measuring 
stability, lift-curve slope, and damping in pitch were 
tail-on condition. 

The following values were obtained (with the lift 
once again assumed to be equal to zero): 

angle-of-attack 
repeated for the 

due to pitching 
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= 0.2 

Tandem-Rotor Helicopter 

The stability derivatives for the tandem-rotor helicopter of fig- 
ure 5 at approximately 70 knots indicated airspeed in level flight and 
with power reduced approximately 50 percent are now computed by the 
previously described techniques. The physical characteristics of the 
helicopter are listed-in table II. The center of gravity was approxi- 
mately 13 inches forward of the midpoint between the rotors. These 
derivatives are used in part I to check the chart presented herein. 

Level flight.- Comparison between level-flight records at 70 knots 
and records at reduced rotor and forward speed indicates CT/a to increase 
by 0.019, the rotor angle of attack Q, to increase by 5.S”, and the lon- 
gitudinal cyclic pitch to change C.42' in the forward direction (unstable). - 
Thus, 

A(cT/a) 0.019 = 0.19 per radian 
Lkt = 5-g/57.3 

Using equation (34) gives 

A(cT/u ) 
L&&/g =Q ka 

-0 
w 

m * (WQo 

32.2 0.19 
= 70 

= 0.6 
-(1.467) (1.152) '*Ogl 
pz 
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A change in stick position corresponding to -0.60 change in cyclic 
pitch was used during the pull-up maneuver to be used for comparison 
with the chart presented herein. Thus, from equation (32), with ha'/& 
from reference 7, 

si& = -(-“*6)(l + o-12)6 s 6700 
57-3 . 

= 1100 lb-ft/radian 

From equations (31) and (35), with &'/&IT, and F from reference 7, 

%(1.0)(0.82) 2(E7;l) y + 1100 
. . 

= 57000 lb-ft/radian 

Thus, 

Ma 57ooo = 1.4 -= 
a 40000 

The damping in pitch of the tandem helicopter was measured by the 
turning technique described previously. Once again, the lift due tc 
pitching is assumed equal to zero. After corrections were made for the 
contributions of angle-of-attack stability and tip-speed-ratio change, 
the change in longitudinal cyclic pitch was computed to be 

. 
-0.13 radian radian/set 

I 
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and the change in normal acceleration during the turn was 0.13g. Thus, 

using equations (31) and (37), again with ha'/& and a0 -from 
ae 

reference 7, yields 

fiq = -0.13(1 + 0.13)6(1 + 0.12)6700 + 

(-0.13)(1.0)(0.82) 6700 42.3 
2(0.081) 2 

= -100000 

Thus, 

Mq -100000 -= 
=Y 4cmoo 

= -2.5 

The modified angle-of-attack stability parameter for use in fig- 
ure 3 is computed to be 

$k - 6 tq) - (& L + E)E - 2 E + 0.70 +-0.58@ +--E) + 0.12($ + E)' 

$&+E 

1.4(1 - 0) - 0 - o + 0.70 + 0.58(-2.5) + 0.12(-2.5)2 = 
0.6 

= 2.3 

Reduced power.- Repeating the previous procedure for the tandem 
helicopter-at 70 knots indicated airspeed, power approximately one-half 
that for level flight, gives 
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;(I - 5 k) - (5 G + E)E - 2 E + 0.70 + 0.58($ + E)+ 0.12k + E)2 

$++E 

= -0.3 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Because of the importance of maneuver stability for helicopter con- 
tact and instrument flying, a theoretical analysis of maneuver stability 
is made. The results are presented in the form of a chart which contains 
a boundary line separating satisfactory combinations of significant longi- 
tudinal stability derivatives from unsatisfactory combinations according 
to the criterion of normal-acceleration time history presented in NACA 
Technical Note 1983. 

Good correlation is indicated for both a single-rotor helicopter 
and a tandem-rotor helicopter between maneuver stability as predicted 
by the chart and as measured during pull-up maneuvers. Thus, the theo- 
retical analysis is indicated to be valid. 

Techniques are described for measuring stability derivatives in 
flight. These derivatives are for use with the chart presented herein 
to aid in design studies of means for achieving satisfactory maneuver sta- 
bility for a prototype helicopter or for a helicopter in the design 
stage that is sFmilar to helicopters already flying. 
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In predicting maneuver stability of a new type of helicopter, the * 
stability derivatives for use with the chart herein must be theoretically 
predicted. The problem remains of predicting-these derivatives to the 
desired accuracy where significant amounts ofrotor stalling are present. . 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., June 9, 1953. 
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APPEZIDIX 

EFFECT OF VARYINGRWW SPEED 

As indicated in the assumptions, a sample investigation of the 
effect of varying rotor speed during the pull-up maneuver was made. 
Additional terms accounting for the effect of changes in rotor speed on 
lift and pitching moment were added to equations (7) and (15), respec- 
tively. An equation for equilibrium of shaft torque was derived with 
rotor speed as the dependent variable. This equation contained terms 
accounting for the change in rotor torque and engine torque with rotor 
speed, the change in rotor torque with rotor angle of attack and pitching 
velocity, and the inertia torque. These three equations plus equation (19) 
were solved simultaneously by means of the Laplace transformation for a 
combination of parameters taken from figure 2. The computed time history 
of & became concave downward by 2.05 seconds. Thus the inclusion of 
rotor speed as an additional variable changed the time for the normal- 
acceleration time history to become concave downward by about 0.05 second, 
an insignificant amount. 

The result presented Fn the previous paragraph is not too surprising 
in view of the compensating effects of rotor-speed variation. Permitting 
the rotor to speed up during the pull-up maneuver has two stabilizing 
effects, one due to the reduction in p with a resulting nose-down moment 
due to the stability with p of the rotor, the other due to the increased 
rotor lift-curve slope. These stabilizing effects are compensated by a 
destabilizing effect due to the rotor inertia. Because of the inertia of 
the rotor, changes in its speed lag behind changes in angle of attack. 
Thus, when the angle-of-attack time history becomes concave downward, 
the rotor-speed time history is still concave upward, so that the start 
of the downward concavity in the time history of lift and hence of normal 
acceleration is delayed. 
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TABLE I.- APPROXIMATE PBYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 

SINGLE-ROTOR HELICOPTER 

Gross weight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,900 
Pitching moment of inertia about center of gravity, slug-f@ . . 7,000 
Height of rotor hub with respect to center of gravity, ft . . . . 6.5 
Offset of flapping hinge from center line of rotor shaft, ft . . . . 0 
Nuxiberofblades.............. :........... 3 
Rotor diameter, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Tip-speed ratio, p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.25 
Solidity (chord weighted according to radius2), c . . . . . . . 0.063 
Densityratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9 
Ratio of thrust coefficient to solidity, CT/c . . . . . . . . . 0.088 
Blade mass factor (ratio of air forces to inertia forces) . . . . 9 
Longitudinal cyclic pitch per inch of stick deflection, deg . . . 0.8 
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TABLE II.- APPROXIMATE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

OF TANDEM RELICOPTER 

Gross weight, lb ..................... . . . 
Pitching moment-uf inertia, slug-f-t2 

6,700 
....... r ... . . . 40,000 

Height of rotor hub with respect to center ofgravity, ft . . . . . 6 
Assumed offset of flapping hinge from center line of rotor shaft. . 0 
Nuniberofrotors ..................... . . . . . 2 
Number of blades per rotor ............ ?. ... . . . . . 3 
Diameter of each rotor, ft ................ . . . . . 
Distance between rotor shafts, ft ............ . . . . 42:; 
Tip-speed ratio, p .................... . . . . 0.23 
Solidity (chord weighted according to radiusg), u .... . . . 0.052 
Density ratio ...................... . . . . O-9 
?&io of thrust coefficient to solidity, CT/~ ...... . . . o-G81 
K .............................. . . . . 1.0 

Longitudinal cyclic pitch per inch of stick deflection, deg . . . 1.0 
Blade mass factor (ratio of air forces to inertia forces) . . . . 9 
Horizontal stabilizer area, sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Total vertical stabilizer area, sq f-t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Allowable center-of-gravity range, in. forward of 

midpoint between rotors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -1 to 18 
. 

pigT7 
m 
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Figure l.- Relation between rotor angle of attack, rotor-shaft incidence, angle of climb, and.lon- 
gituU.nal cyclic pitch. AJ-l angles shown are positive. AxiS Of LLO feathering is Un.COrreCted for 
blade end control-system distortion, 63, or autcmatic control devices. 
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Figure 3.- Damping-in-pitch paxameter plotted against modified angle- 
of-attack stability parameter for marginal maneuver stability. 
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Figure 4.- Single-rota helicopter stuaiedinthis paper. 
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Figure 5.- !Candem-rotar helicopker studled III l&is paper. 
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Figure 6.- Biplane tail surface used to vary angle-of-attack stability 
of single-rotor helicopter. 
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Figure 7.- Location and principal dfmensione of biplane tail surface 
ueed to very angle-of-attack stability of 8 

9 Angle of incidence of tfxU surface ie 0' or 7 
e-rotor helicopter. 
relative to plane 

normal to rotor-shaft axis. 
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(b) Single-rotor helicopter, level flight, tail on at O". 

Figure 8.- Time histories of pull-up maneuvers for test helicopters at 
approximately 70 knots. 
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(c) Tandem-rotor helicopter, forwwd center of gravity, level flight. 
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(d) Tadem-rotor helicopter, forward center of gravity, 
paztisl-power descent. 

Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure g.- Compmlaon of maneuver stability predicted frcm measured 
stability derivatives ad frm pull-up time histories such as In 
figure 8. The times for the narmal-acceleration time histcqf during 
the pull-up to beccm concave davnxard are noted above the &ata 
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